
RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form

Dear Councilmembers,

The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los Angeles, 
despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs. From water and power, to 
sidewalks and streets, traffic gridlock and response times of emergency providers, to schools 
over capacity, our city services are stretched to capacity. How can we consider a plan which 
promotes dramatic upzoning of much of our city? And which creates negative environmental 
impacts which they acknowledge cannot be mitigated.

Wc urge you to reject the Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form, so that future needs can be 
addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner.

Thank you

Judy and Barry Wollman 
2276 Pelham Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90064

TO: The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management
Committee AND the Transportation Committee



RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form

Dear Councilmembers,

The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los Angeles, 
despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs. From water and power, to 
sidewalks and streets, traffic gridlock and response times of emergency providers, to schools 
over capacity, our city services are stretched to capacity. How car: we consider a plan which 
promotes dramatic upzoning of much of our city? And which creaies negative environmental 
impacts which they acknowledge cannot be mitigated.

We large you to reject the Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form, so that future needs can be 
addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner.

Thank you,

TO: The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management
Committee AND the Transportation Committee

Ivy Rappaport



I write in hope that respect for the quality of life for our neighborhood has incredibly more value than 
the constant capitulation to the dehumanization of our lives. More, bigger and bigger is not the answer.

Please let us keep our neighborhood.

Thank you 
Valerie Brucker



RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form

Dear Councilmembers,

The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los Angeles, 
despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs. From water and power, to sidewalks 
and streets, traffic gridlock and response times of emergency providers, to schools over capacity, our 
city services are stretched to capacity. How can we consider a plan which promotes dramatic upzoning 
of much of our city? And which creates negative environmental impacts which they acknowledge 
cannot be mitigated.

We urge you to reject the Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form, so that future needs can be 
addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner.

Thank you,

TO: The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management
Committee AND the Transportation Committee

Ivy Rappaport



RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form

Dear Councilmembers,

The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los Angeles, 
despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs. From water and power, to 
sidewalks and streets, traffic gridlock and response times of emergency providers, to schools 
over capacity, our city services are stretched to capacity. How can we consider a plan which 
promotes dramatic upzoning of much of our city? And which creates negative environmental 
impacts which they acknowledge cannot be mitigated.

We urge you to reject the Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form, so that future needs can he 
addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner.

Thank you,
Laurie Arnow-Epstein 
2116 Camden Ave 
LA, Ca 90025

TO: The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management
Committee AND the Transportation Committee



Dear Council Members and Transportation Dept

Please oppose Mobility Plan 2035 as it is proposed currently! It is BAD news for the neighborhood 
and the entire Westside! This plan increased residential and transportation density without improving 
the infrastructure or traffic mobility. We think you people who control this situation should drive to 
this area in question on any Monday thru Saturday and see for yourselves the impossible traffic 
situation that currently exits especially during peak hours. This plan may look good on paper or work 
in other cities but it doesn't work for the people who LIVE and work in this neighborhood or go thru 
this neighborhood!

We would be present at meeting if we had more notice.

Respectfully
Rosemary and Fred McMillan



RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form

Dear Councilmembers,

The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los Angeles, 
despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs. From water and power, to sidewalks 
and streets, traffic gridlock and response times of emergency providers, to schools over capacity, our 
city services are stretched to capacity . How can we consider a plan which promotes dramatic upzoning 
of much of our city? And which creates negative environmental impacts which they acknowledge 
cannot be mitigated.

We urge you to reject the Mobility Plan 2035 m its current form, so that future needs can be 
addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner.

Thank you,
Mike Click

TO: The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management
Committee AND the Transportation Committee



1 object to the ‘mobility’ plan 2035. It should be called 1M-MOBILITY PLAN! 
increases in traffic and residential density or utility resources!!

Thank you!

Sandy McMahon

We do not need



RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form

Dear Councilmembers,

The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los Angeles, 
despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs. From water and power, to sidewalks 
and streets, traffic gridlock and response times of emergency providers, to schools over capacity, our 
city services are stretched to capacity. How can we consider a plan which promotes dramatic up-zoning 
of much of our city? And which creates negative environmental impacts which they acknowledge 
cannot be mitigated.

We urge you to reject the Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form, so that future needs can be 
addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner.

Thank you,
Steve Lukacs 
2113 Veteran Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

TO: The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management
Committee AND the Transportation Committee



August 4,2015
TO: The Honorable Members of the Los Angeies City Council Planning 
and Land Use Management Committee AND the Transportation Committee 
RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form 
Dear Councilmembers,
The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los 
Angeles, despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs From water 
and power, to sidewalks and streets traffic gridlock and response times of emergency 
providers, to schools over capacity, our city services are stretched to capacity How can 
we cons'der a plan which promotes dramatic upzoning of much of our city? And which 
creates negative environmental impacts which they acknowledge cannot be mitigated. 
We urge you to reject the Mobility Pian 2035 in its current form, so that future needs can 
be addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner 
Thank you,

Heather Kemoff



TO' The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management
Committee AND the Transportation Committee

Dear Councilmembers,

The Mobility Plan 2035 promotes radical increases in residential density throughout Los Angeles, 
despite a failing infrastructure unable to support our current needs. From water and power, to sidewalks 
and streets, traffic gridlock and response times of emergency providers, to schools over capacity, our 
city services are stretched to capacity. How can we consider a plan which promotes dramatic upzoning 
of much of our city? And which creates negative environmental impacts which they acknowledge 
cannot be mitigated.

We urge you to reject the Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form, so that future needs can be 
addressed in a thoughtful and balanced manner.

Thank you,

L. Low-lacovino



TO The Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management 
Committee AND the Transportation Committee

RE: Please OPPOSE Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form

Dear Councilmembers,

I have seen many programs put into effect in the 45+ years 1 have been living in Los Angeles.
Some were improvements. Some were not.

The Moblity Plan 2035 in its current form is NOT an improvement, and I ask you to PLEASE REJECT 
IT.

It promotes significant increases in residential density in Los Angeles without providing or mandating 
the necessary increased capacity of roads, schools, water, power, etc.

In my own neighborhood all east-west streets are already gridlocked for hours at a time on weekdays. 
Increasing density will only make this worse.

The assumption that all new residents will use rapid transit is a nice wish, but experience has shown 
that increased density results in more automobile traffic and significant traffic slowdowns.

Please reject the Mobility Plan 2035 in its current form.


